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ABSTRACT: With the internet getting so popular data sharing and security of personal data has gain much more 
importance than before. Cloud provides and efficient way to outsource the data either online or offline but data 

security becomes one of the major issues in unreliable multi-cloud environment. This paper addresses the issues 

in multi-cloud environment and also provides a way to provide better security in multi-cloud environment. 

Further it discusses the different encryption algorithms that can be used to maintain a design framework for 

cloud environment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Engineering development and its selection are two discriminating effective variables for any business/association. 

Cloud computing is a late innovation ideal model that empowers associations or people to impart different 

administrations in a consistent and practical way. Cloud computing exhibits an opportunity for pervasive 

frameworks to power computational and stockpiling assets to achieve assignments that would not typically be 

conceivable on such asset obliged gadgets. Distributed computing can empower programming and base planners 

to construct lighter frameworks that last more and are more convenient and versatile. Regardless of the favorable 
circumstances distributed computing offers to the originators of pervasive frameworks, there are a few 

impediments and constraints of distributed computing that must be tended to. 

 

II.  BRIEF LITERATURE SURVEY: 

 

There are many issues with current cloud and their architectures. Some of them are users are often tied with one 

cloud provider, computing components are tightly coupled, lack of SLA supports, lack of Multi-tenancy supports, 

Lack of Flexibility for User Interface. [4] 
 

One of the most important issues related to cloud security risks is data integrity. The data stored in the cloud may 

suffer from damage during transition operations from or to the cloud storage provider. Cachinet al. give examples of 

the risk of attacks from both inside and outside the cloud provider, such as the recently attacked Red Hat Linux’s 

distribution servers. Another example of breached data occurred in 2009 in Google Docs, which triggered the 

Electronic Privacy Information Centre for the Federal Trade Commission to open an investigation into Google’s 

Cloud Computing Services. Another example of a risk to data integrity recently occurred in Amazon S3 where users 

suffered from data corruption. 

 

One of the results that they propose is to utilize a Byzantine flaw tolerant replication convention inside the cloud. 

Hendricks et al. express that this result can evade information defilement created by a few parts in the cloud. Then 

again, Cachinet al. assert that utilizing the Byzantine flaw tolerant replication convention inside the cloud is 
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unsatisfactory because of the way that the servers having a place with cloud suppliers utilize the same framework 

establishments and are physically placed in the same spot [1]. As per Garfinkel, an alternate security hazard that 

may happen with a cloud supplier, for example, the Amazon cloud administration, is a hacked secret key or 

information interruption. In the event that somebody gets access to an Amazon account secret key, they will have 

the capacity to get to the majority of the account's occasions and assets [1]. 

 
Despite the fact that cloud suppliers are mindful of the malevolent insider threat, they expect that they have basic 

answers for assuage the issue [1]. Rocha and Correia [1] focus conceivable assailants for Iaas cloud suppliers. For 

illustration, Grosse et al. [1] propose one result is to keep any physical access to the servers. Notwithstanding, Rocha 

and Correia [1] contend that the aggressors delineated in their work have remote get to and needn't bother with any 

physical access to the servers. Grosse et al. [1] propose an alternate result is to screen all right to gain entrance to the 

servers in a cloud where the client's information is put away. Be that as it may, Rocha and Correia [1] assert that this 

component is gainful for observing worker's conduct as far as whether they are after the protection arrangement of 

the organization or not, however it is not successful in light of the fact that it identifies the issue after it has 

happened. 

 

An alternate methodology to secure distributed computing is for the information holder to store scrambled 

information in the cloud, and issue decoding keys to approved clients. At that point, when a client is renounced, the 
information manager will issue re-encryption orders to the cloud to re-scramble the information, to keep the 

disavowed client from decoding the information, and to produce new unscrambling keys to substantial clients, so 

they can keep on getting to the information. Then again, since a distributed computing environment is involved 

numerous cloud servers, such summons may not be gotten and executed by the majority of the cloud servers because 

of problematic system correspondences [3].  

 

An alternate approach to secure the information utilizing diverse squeezing and encryption calculations and to 

conceal its area from the clients that stores and recovers it. The main contrast is that the framework introduced by 

Olfa Nasraoui [2] is an application based framework like which will run on the customers own framework. This 

application will permit clients to transfer record of diverse organizations with security peculiarities including 

Encryption and Compression. The transferred records might be gotten to from anyplace utilizing the application 
which is given.  

 

The security of the Olfa Nasraoui [2] model has been investigation on the premise of their encryption calculation 

and the key administration. It has been watched that the encryption calculation have their own particular attributes; 

one calculation gives security at the expense of fittings, other is solid however utilizes more number of keys, one 

takes additionally handling time. This area demonstrates the different parameters which assumes a paramount part 

while selecting the cryptographic calculation. The Algorithm discovered most guaranteeing is AES Algorithm with 

256 bit key size (256k) [2].  

 

A principle gimmick of cloud is information offering. Cheng-Kang Chu, Sherman S. M. Chow, Wen-Guey Tzeng, 

Jianying Zhou, and Robert H. Deng [5] demonstrate to safely, effectively, and adaptably impart information to 

others in distributed storage. We portray new open key cryptosystems which deliver steady size figure messages 
such that proficient assignment of unscrambling rights for any set of figure writings are conceivable. The curiosity is 

that one can total any set of mystery keys and make them as minimized as a solitary key, yet enveloping the force of 

every last one of keys being accumulated. At the end of the day, the mystery key holder can discharge a consistent 

size total key for adaptable decisions of figure content set in distributed storage, however the other encoded 

documents outside the set stay secret [5]. 

 

There are different examination challenges likewise there for embracing distributed computing, for example, 

generally oversaw administration level assertion (SLA), security, interoperability and dependability. This 

examination paper diagrams what distributed computing is, the different cloud models and the principle security 

dangers and issues that are at present inside the distributed computing industry. This exploration paper additionally 

investigates the key research and difficulties that shows in distributed computing and offers best practices to 
administration suppliers and also endeavors planning to power cloud administration to enhance their end result in 

this serious financial atmosphere [7]. 
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Cloud based data storage systems have many complexities regarding critical/confidential/sensitive data of client. 

The trust required on Cloud storage is so far had been limited by users. The role of the paper is to grow confidence 

in Users towards Cloud based data storage. The paper handles key questions of the User about how data is uploaded 

on Cloud, maintained on cloud so that there is no data loss; data is available to only authorized User(s) as per 

Client/User requirement and advanced concepts like data recovery on disaster is applied [8]. 

 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

The proposed work is planned to be carried out in the following manner. 

 

 
 

Fig: Basic Proposed System Architecture 

 

The system will provide load balancing in terms of database as the file to be uploaded will be splitted into n parts 
and each part will be stored in a different cloud server. Consider an example where a file is splitted into two part out 

of which one is stored in google IaaS and other in Yahoo IaaS. 

 

Below given is the basic flow diagram of the project. In above diagram whenever a client sends a file upload 

request, the web server takes the file encrypts it using AES algorithm then ZIP it and then splits the file into three 

equal parts and loads in three different database servers. 
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AES algorithm 

 

AES is based on a design principle known as a Substitution permutation network. It is fast in both software 

and hardware. Unlike its predecessor, DES, AES does not use a Feistel network. AES has a fixed block size of 128 

bits and a key size of 128, 192, or 256 bits, whereas Rijndael can be specified with block and key sizes in any 

multiple of 32 bits, with a minimum of 128 bits. 

The block size has a maximum of 256 bits, but the key size has no theoretical maximum. AES operates on 

a 4×4 column-major order matrix of bytes, termed the state (versions of Rijndael with a larger block size have 

additional columns in the state). Most AES calculations are done in a special finite field. 

 

Working Of AES: 

 

Advanced Encryption Standard or AES was invented by Joan Daemen and Vincent Rijmen, and accepted 

by the US federal government in 2001 for top secret approved encryption algorithms. It is also referred to as 

Rijndael, as it is based off the Rijndael algorithm. Reportedly, this standard has never been cracked. 

 

AES has three approved key length: 128 bits, 192 bits, and 256 bits. To try to explain the process in simple 

terms, an algorithm starts with a random number, in which the key and data encrypted with it are scrambled though 

four rounds of mathematical processes. The key that is used to encrypt the number must also be used to decrypt it. 

 

The four rounds are called SubBytes, ShiftRows, MixColumns, and AddRoundKey. During SubBytes, a 

lookup table is used to determine what each byte is replaced with. The ShiftRows step has a certain number of rows 
where each row of the state is shifted cyclically by a particular offset, while leaving the first row unchanged. Each 

byte of the second row is shifted to the left, by an offset of one, each byte in the third row by an offset of two, and 

the fourth row by an offset of three. This shifting is applied to all three key lengths, though there is a variance for the 

256-bit block where the first row is unchanged, the second row offset by one, the third by three, and the fourth by 
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four. The MixColumns step is a mixing operation using an invertible linear transformation in order to combine the 

four bytes in each column. The four bytes are taken as input and generated as output.  

 

In the fourth round, the AddRoundKey derives round keys from Rijndael’s key schedule, and adds the 

round key to each byte of the state. Each round key gets added by combining each byte of the state with the 

corresponding byte from the round key. Lastly, these steps are repeated again for a fifth round, but do not include 
the MixColumns step. 

 

These algorithms essentially take basic data and change it into a code known as cipher text. The larger the 

key, the greater number of potential patterns that can be created. This makes it extremely difficult to descramble the 

contents, which is why AES has been Teflon-coated. 

 
 

Fig: Working of AES algorithm 

 

 

User Authentication 

 

Basically whenever a user wants to use the system he/she is required to register onto the system if not registered. 
After registration the email is verified by sending the temporary password on mail itself. Ones the user has id and 

password he can login into the system and use system services. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

 

IaaS is the establishment layer of the Cloud Computing conveyance demonstrate that comprises of numerous 

segments and innovations. We have    proposed a system    that will provide better security in cloud environment. 

We have proposed a security architecture which provides strong security using AES algorithm. The proposed system 

provides better time efficient solution and security in cloud environment. In future we plan to provide more security 

to system using multiple encryption algorithm at ones. We also plan to provide file sharing feature in the system so 
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that user will be able to share their file. We will also like to provide an extra    feature of    data    availability which 

will help increase reliability of system even if one of the server crashes.
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